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Can craft save the world? 
 
 











‘the greatest foe to art is luxury’    

‘I spend my life ministering to the swinish 
luxury of the rich.’ 

   
- William Morris 







‘we do not reject the machine, we 
welcome it. But we would desire to 

see it mastered.’ 
 

- C.R. Ashbee  













GDP ‘measures everything… except 
that which is worthwhile’  
 

- Robert Kennedy, 1968 



 ‘to predetermine some future 
occupation for which education is to be a 
strict preparation is to injure the 
possibilities of present development.’  
 

- John Dewey, 1930 





‘You must either make a tool of the creature, or a man of him.’ 
 

-John Ruskin 



‘without dignified, creative human occupation 
people became disconnected from life’ 

 
- William Morris 







New communities of  making 












		The right conditions

Features of training that foster capability development



		Capabilities developed

Skills and attributes that foster flourishing now and in the future



		Flourishing now

Experience of purpose, meaning and fulfilment, in process and outcome.



		Future flourishing

Factors that enhance potential for future experience of purpose and fulfilment.





		

Community

Close one-to-one relationships

Balanced challenge, competition and support

Pedagogy of trial and error

Variety (skill, experience)

Opportunity for autonomy

and agency



		

Craft skills and life skills

Discipline and work ethic

Perseverance

Patience

Attention to detail

Business skills

Social and communication skills

Time management

Resilience 

Autonomy

Agency

		

Fulfilling processes

Flow

Variety

Personal progress

Transformation of materials

Agency

Autonomy


Fulfilment of potential

Accomplishment in a skill

Achievement: completing a challenging piece of work

Tangible results

Contributing to others 



		

Aspiration

Agency

Autonomy

Opportunity











Process: Flow 
 
‘One day it just clicked. It all fell into 
place really. Even that, it’s a great 
feeling. You’ve accomplished 
something that before was such a 
big issue in a way that caused stress 
whereas now it’s just what I do. […] 
It’s sort of part of me really.’  
 

- Evan 



Process: Transformation 
 
‘You get more of a sense of pleasure 
coz when you see you’ve taken it 
from basically someone’s rubbish, 
you’ve put your own touch on it, 
you’ve changed it. […] You know all 
those processes, the little things 
you’ve been doing, added a little 
more value to it. ’  
 

- Scott 



Outcome: Accomplishment 
 
‘From the start to the end, if you held 
the two pieces, you think to yourself 
I’ve actually done that. You’ve got 
something physical you can hold. It’s 
not like a document where you just 
write it. You’ve actually got 
something.’ 
 

- Oscar 



Outcome: Giving to others 
 
‘You’re making something that 
someone’s going to wear for the rest 
of their life so that’s what I love about 
it.  [… ] I enjoy people being happy 
from what I make, getting enjoyment 
from it. That makes me happy.’ 
    

 - John  



Capabilities: Discipline 
 
‘If you don’t care, you’re gonna be 
lazy, you’re going to skip corners, 
you going to do a whole bunch of 
stuff which is not going to help and 
it’s only going to go against you. 
Yeah it’s good to care, it’s good that 
people care about their work.’   
  

 - Yusef 



Capabilities: Perseverance 
 
‘It helps you to learn to better yourself all 
the time, rather than just bettering 
yourself in the painting. […] It gives you, 
without you realizing it, that mental 
attitude […] You start really looking and 
trying to find a problem so that you can 
solve it and make sure it’s perfect. And 
then you start doing that in life.’ 
   

 - Ella 



The social nature of learning 
 
‘The most thing I value is the relationship 
with [my master] because he’s made me 
who I am, the craftsman I am.’ – John 
 
‘I didn’t want to be the guy that was letting 
the team down. Everyone here’s a team, 
we’re a family.  If I’m [slow], inside that I 
feel bad [so] I just picked up my pace.’ - 
Evan 
 



Flexibility and resilience 
 
‘If I have all these different ways of 
making something it will help me because 
then I can sit down and approach a job 
and think, “oh I can do it this way, but I 
know a different way to do it”. I’ve learned 
a massive amount by being taught by 
different people, not just by one person.’ 
 

- John 



Trial and Error 
 
‘With the furniture and in life, you see 
mistakes are meant to be made. You do 
learn from them. […]You know to do it 
better next time. With both of the ways 
you see things, it can be really helpful.’ 
 

- Ella 



Aspiration: Future Flourishing 
 
‘They want you to be the best at 
what you can do which is fantastic. 
They really do push you to push 
yourself, go for it, do things well.’ 

- Hugh 
 
‘They want us to expand, learn, go 
different places, understand different 
things.’ 

- Scott    



Flexibility and resilience: future flourishing  
 
‘You’ve got more experience and you’re 
open to more things. So […] you’ve got 
more opportunities to get a job in loads of 
different areas.’ 
 

- Yousef 



Autonomy: Future Flourishing 
 
‘He’ll teach you how to do it properly. 
He’ll show you. Then he’ll leave you 
to do it by yourself coz that’s the best 
way to learn.’ 

- Ibrahim 
 

‘They want us to expand, learn, go 
different places, understand different 
things.’ 

- Scott    

















‘how we live and how we might live’ 
 

‘the embodiment of dreams in one form or 
another’ 

 
- William Morris 





THANK YOU 
 

ANNIE WARBURTON 
Creative Director, Crafts Council 

 
www.craftscouncil.org.uk 

 
@CraftsCouncilUK 

@anniebonne 

http://www.craftscouncil.org.uk
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